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INVENTORY CONTROL AND BALANCING 
SYSTEM 

CLAIM OF PRIORITY 

[0001] This application derives priority for Us. Serial No. 
60/235,367 ?led Sep. 26, 2000, Us. Serial No. 60/268,854 
?led Feb. 15, 2001 and is a continuation-in-part of Us. Ser. 
No. 09/964,262 ?led Sep. 26, 2001, all of Which are incor 
porated herein by reference. 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

[0002] The present invention is broadly directed to online 
e-commerce systems. Most particularly, the present inven 
tion is directed to e-commerce systems in Which users utiliZe 
a system of virtual money to consummate transactions for 
items. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

[0003] The need to establish a neW type of trading process, 
beyond the barter system, brought about the establishment 
of a medium of exchange (e.g., money). This evolved over 
the ages into modern day commerce With monetary 
exchanges, stock markets, retail outlets, sWap meets, etc. 
HoWever, many of the globally employed systems may not 
be as e?icient, or as fair as possible, since they rely on third 
party interaction or are based around a set market style or 
process. The utopian vision of a marketplace Would be 
Where the utility of the marketplace alloWed for an indi 
vidual to achieve the most e?icient and advantageous level 
of transaction negotiation, fairest market value, and pro 
tected and guaranteed clearing for a commodity or service. 

[0004] Long ago, ancient people invented money by plac 
ing ?xed values on certain items such as shells, beads, 
stones, and even salt, With ingots being the most common 
form of money. Ingots Were clumps of precious metal in no 
particular shape or siZe With their Worth depending on their 
mineral content and Weight. Their value Was high because 
these metals Were hard to ?nd and di?icult to mine. The 
World monetary system has evolved from ingots and ancient 
coinage to Wire transfers, debit and credit cards and from 
primitive barter to currency exchanges, stock markets and 
intertWined global markets. 

[0005] The Internet and World Wide Web (WWW) pro 
vided the ?rst true continuous World Wide communications 
structure open to the individual. The Internet alloWs for neW 
Ways to address global commerce. There are several differ 
ent methods in Which commerce may be implemented as 
Well as a vast variety of commodities and services that are 
in need of being traded. The concept of using the Internet as 
a marketplace or auction forum has been implemented in a 
number of forms. The current technology of using E-mail 
and a telephone for noti?cation employed by existing ?rms 
in closed environments has a rather loW entry threshold of 
complexity. This method can be duplicated quite easily and 
has limited or no room for evolution. HoWever, digital 
technology lends itself quite readily to real-time high 
volume transactions made by multiple participants using 
shared information. Businesses are moving to digital tech 
nologies and this leads to a need to invent neW technologies 
and processes to ?ll the utility. 

[0006] Accordingly, a number of commerce systems over 
the Internet have become Well knoWn in the art. Most of 
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these systems operate on a post and match process; that is, 
the systems Work by having a prospective buyer bid on an 
item, and if the bid matches the seller’s speci?ed selling 
price, the item is sold to the buyer. The bid and noti?cation 
may not be processed in real time. Additionally, the seller 
does not have the ability to intervene once the exchange 
process has been initiated4once the offer for sale or 
exchange is made, the seller is isolated from the transaction 
until it is complete. 

[0007] With the proliferation of Intemet-based selling 
systems, there have been a number of residual problems, 
speci?cally, transactions involving the direct payment of 
money for products Which may have a non-uniform value, 
i.e., Where value is based upon subjective factors such as age 
or condition. The direct payment of money on the Internet 
has proven problematic, particularly Where buyers and sell 
ers must condition payment on the receipt and approval of 
such goods. There is a long felt need for improved systems 
for facilitating transactions on the Internet and particularly 
for streamlining a mechanism of exchange to facilitate, 
foster and encourage transactions While at the same time 
ensuring that inventory is desirable, available and in balance 
With trading poWer. 

[0008] The present invention addresses this need in a 
novel Way by aWarding a ?xed number of SWapCredits for 
each quali?ed item entered by a user and alloWing the user 
to immediately use those credits to trade for other items on 
the system. And While the assignment of credits is no more 
unique than money itself, What distinguishes this system is 
that the user is instantaneously given credits for all quali?ed 
items listed Which alloWs the system to Work at “full 
velocity” through immediate trading. Users do not have to 
Wait to send their items to other users in order to “earn” 
credits. The system is also designed to protect the users’ 
trading poWer by maintaining a balance betWeen inventory 
and credits so that neither is diluted. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

[0009] In accordance With the invention, a method and 
system for providing a ?rst end user With the ability to 
engage in the sWap of at least one item With a at least a 
second end user comprising the folloWing steps: entering a 
?rst item to be sWapped in an inventory of the system by the 
?rst end user; determining and providing a ?xed number of 
credits for said item by said system based upon the charac 
teristics of said item Which can then be used by the ?rst end 
user to purchase a second item placed by said second end 
user. 

[0010] In further embodiments, system maintains a bal 
ance betWeen the items of inventory and the total number of 
credits of all end users combined. The balance may be 
maintained such that any time an item is removed from the 
inventory of the system, the equivalent number of credits 
must also be removed from the account of an end user. The 
balance may be maintained if a removed inventory item is 
replaced by one of equivalent value in credits. 

[0011] In a further embodiment, the invention is a method 
for providing a plurality of end users With the ability to 
engage in the sWap of a plurality of products comprising the 
folloWing steps: providing a system for the entry of a 
plurality of items into inventory of a system by the a 
plurality of end users; providing a ?xed number of credits 
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for each said item entered Which can be then used to obtain 
other items in the system’s inventory Wherein the umber of 
credits received for each item Will be automatically set by 
the system depending on each item’s characteristics and 
Where the total number of credits allocated represent the 
total value of all entered items. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE FIGURES 

[0012] FIG. 1 is a block diagram of the e-commerce 
system in accordance With the present invention. 

[0013] FIG. 2 is a block diagram ofthe end user and server 
systems in accordance With the present invention. 

[0014] FIG. 3 illustrates the database architecture of the 
present invention. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PRESENT 
INVENTION 

[0015] The present invention is speci?cally directed to a 
comprehensive system for facilitating e-commerce, barter 
and exchange, Which in one embodiment, is linked via a 
global computer netWork of Which the Internet or WorldWide 
Web is merely exemplary. In a most preferred embodiment, 
the present invention is described in the context of a novel 
Website and database driven technology called SWapCred 
its.com. 

[0016] Referring to FIG. 1, a most preferred embodiment 
of the present invention is disclosed and shoWn. The most 
preferred embodiment comprises a central computer server 
10 connected by a computer netWork 12 to remote end user 
stations 14. The central server connects to a database 150. In 
a preferred embodiment, end user stations 14 comprise a 
plurality of end user recipients 16 and senders (hereinafter 
users) 18 linked via a transport medium 30. The central 
server in one embodiment contributes a Website such as 

WWW.SWapCredits.com. 
[0017] End user recipients 16 and senders 18, as noted 
above, in a most preferred embodiment, Will be linked via a 
global computer netWork 12 such as the Internet or World 
Wide Web, but other embodiments including LANs, WANs 
and Intranets, ful?ll the spirit and scope of the present 
invention. 

[0018] Both the recipient and sender end user systems 16, 
18 Will typically comprise any device that connects to the 
system via the Internet or other IP transport methods and 
includes, but is not limited to, such devices as televisions, 
computers, hand-held devices, cellular phones, land based 
telephones, Wireless electronic devices and any device 
Which uses a transport medium 30. Non-limiting examples 
of a transport medium 30 applicable for use in the present 
invention comprise any backbone or link such as an ATM 
link, FDDI link, satellite link, cable, cellular, tWisted pair, 
?ber optic, broadcast Wireless netWork, the internet, the 
World Wide Web, local area netWork (LAN), Wide area 
netWork (WAN), or any other kind of intranet environment 
such a standard Ethernet link. In such alternative cases, the 
clients Will communicate With the system using protocols 
appropriate to the netWork to Which that client is attached. 
All such embodiments and equivalents thereof are intended 
to be Within the scope of the present invention. 

[0019] Referring again to FIG. 1, the present invention 
may comprise a multi-server 21 environment Which com 
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prises a computer system in accordance With the present 
invention that alloWs the multiple users 16, 18 to commu 
nicate With one another via the system and system clients. 
Through communication link and transport medium 30, 
customer end users 16 Will schedule ground transportation 
itineraries With ground transportation providers 18 Who are 
linked to the central server 10, preferably by a customiZable 
interface to be described in greater detail beloW. 

[0020] Referring to FIGS. 2 and 3, the central server and 
database systems of the present invention are noW shoWn 
and described in greater detail. A local director 23 routes 
signals through the system to the various servers, to be 
described beloW, and to and through transport medium 30 to 
end users 16, 18. The system preferably includes tWo 
primary servers, a Web server 40 and a database server 50 
Which may operate using such database platforms as SQL 
server or Oracle. Hence, in one embodiment the SQL server 
may run SQL server database management softWare from 
Microsoft Corporation. Alternatively, the server can further 
comprise an Oracle database server. 

[0021] The system further includes an administrative Work 
station 60 or system Which provides the administrative 
capabilities and monitoring for the system under the control 
of an administrative subsystem 140. The administrative 
Work station 60 alloWs administrators or other operators to 
perform routine operations which affect the entire system. 

[0022] Such operations include, but are not limited to, 
administering the accounts of both senders 18 and recipients 
16, adding or deleting neW users, the tabulation of 
sWapcredit balances of users, printing reports and perform 
ing of backups and maintaining the programs that comprise 
the overall system 

[0023] A Web subsystem 70 is responsible for all interac 
tions With a Web broWser 80 in the end user devices 16, 18 
and serves as the end user interface to the system. All 
interactions betWeen the end user devices 16, 18 and the 
database subsystem occur through the Web subsystem 70. 
Internet Information Server 200 (IIS) by Microsoft Corpo 
ration is an exemplary Web server softWare system 70 in 
accordance With the present invention, although the present 
invention is in no Way limited to this system. The expression 
of the user interface presented to end users 16, 18 in their 
client devices may be implemented as HTML or other high 
level computer language or technology, and may be dis 
played in a standard Web broWser including a Wireless 
broWser. 

[0024] All systems listed above are preferably communi 
cated via an Ethernet 100 base T netWork and a sWitching 
hub. In addition, a second isolated netWork segment Will 
preferably exist betWeen the Web server 40 and the external 
communications hardWare (e.g. internet router). Such a 
system Will keep external tra?ic isolated from the internal 
netWork, as Well as providing a dedicated connection 
betWeen the Web server 40 and the Internet for maximum 
throughput. The systems Will have an initial con?guration of 
random access memory for the Web server 40 and preferably 
at least 128 megabits for the database server 50, both having 
the capability to expand. 

[0025] The Web server 40 is the point of entry to the entire 
system. The system determines the identity of the remote 
users 16, 18 and makes appropriate decisions While serving 
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Webpages to the users 16, 18. The Web server 40 sends 
HTML or other high level computer language to the end user 
Work stations 16, 18, validates passwords, sends logging and 
transaction information to the database server 50, and per 
forms logical operations, thus behaving as a transactional 
server. 

[0026] As noted above, in one embodiment, the server 
operating system may be a WindoWs NT server, a multi 
platform operating system provided by Microsoft Corpora 
tion. The Sun Microsystems Solaris is an alternative 
embodiment. The server typically includes IIS, Which is a 
completely integrated Internet application platform. IIS 
includes a high-performance Web server, an application 
development environment, integrated full-text searching, 
multi-media streaming and site management tools. The 
security infrastructure is integrated Within the server, thus 
enabling an easy-to-maintain and highly-secure Web devel 
opment and deployment environment. 

[0027] The operators of the system may create, delete and 
update account information by utiliZing the administrative 
subsystem 140 in administrator Work station 60. A billing 
subsystem 100 is responsible for credit card, debit card or 
checking account veri?cation and any necessary billing type 
functions. 

[0028] Database 110, communication 120 and billing 100 
subsystems thus execute essential services for the other parts 
of the system, and Will therefore have Well-de?ned appli 
cation program interfaces (API) 110', 120', 100', as is Well 
recogniZed by those With skill in the art. The system Will 
preferably be protected for the Internet by a “?reWall”90 
Which is a safety precaution, and important With respect to 
the present invention due to the sensitive and con?dential 
nature of some of the material in the database. 

[0029] In a preferred embodiment, the database subsystem 
110 stores all pertinent information pertaining to buyer and 
seller accounts, transactions, and account history as Well as 
general dynamic system information. All interactions With 
the database subsystem 110 are performed through a data 
base API 110' Which may de?ne the interface to a library of 
stored procedures 130. These are used to implement high 
level database functions and to shield the details of the 
database implementation from the other subsystems. The 
database subsystem 110 is preferably implemented using 
database server 50. The database contains such information 
as user information, inventory, pending transactions, com 
pleted transactions, incomplete transactions and collections 
and item descriptions. 

[0030] The administration subsystem 140 provides an 
interface for operators and managers of the system to modify 
the database, print reports, vieW system data and log user 
information. The administration subsystem 140 provides a 
collection of access forms, queries, reports and modules to 
implement the administration interface. Administrators typi 
cally Will have the poWer Within the system to force most 
actions. The administration subsystem 140 Will interact With 
the communications, database and billing subsystems. 

[0031] The communications subsystem 120 interfaced to a 
communications API 120' Will be used to notify both recipi 
ents and senders 16, 18. Users 16, 18 may be noti?ed by 
phone, fax, email or pager, or other communications devices 
Which can be contacted by the system 135. Some portable 
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telephones and pagers include email addresses and so may 
be contacted by the email system; other users have only 
phone numbers. Other interfaces may be utiliZed as the 
application so demands. 

[0032] A batch subsystem 125 may periodically send out 
grouped noti?cations. It Will access the database subsystem 
110 to determine What noti?cations are required, and uses 
the communication subsystem 120 to make those noti?ca 
tions. The billing subsystem 100 may be used to verify and 
bill credit cards, Where applicable, and communicate 
through the billing API 100' to the administration subsystem 
140, and potentially to an outside billing and veri?cation 
service Which could be used to perform the billing functions. 

[0033] Referring to FIG. 3, the database server 50 Which 
implements the database subsystem 110 of the present 
invention comprises a server that maintains all associated 
logging and transaction information for the system. Through 
the database 150 (Which is backed up by a backup database 
for safety purposes), the database server 50 logs recipient 
and sender setup and account creation information, stores 
inventory, maintains and tabulates transactions and collec 
tions, hosts backup operations and performs statistical cal 
culations for the entire system. 

[0034] The database server 50 is preferably a dual pro 
cessor computer microprocessor. Each connection to the 
database 150 and its associated Work may be handled by a 
separate thread Within the database server 50 processor 
space. It is anticipated that a dual processor machine is 
suf?cient for the type and amount of transactions that it Will 
be performing, hoWever if it proves insuf?cient, the database 
can be “striped” to tWo or more machines to distribute the 
server load. 

[0035] The disk subsystem 190 of the database server may 
comprise a vulnerable and crucial server element. Due to the 
mission critical design of the subsystem, it is preferable to 
utiliZe a Level 5 RAID. RAID is an alternative to standard 
SCSI hard disk drives. A RAID system provides automatic 
recovery from hard drive failures. Level 5 RAID systems 
provide the best balance betWeen cost and level of data 
protection. A Level 5 RAID system uses multiple hard disk 
drives, on Which the stored data is recorded redundantly 
using a scheme by Which the data on the disk can be 
reconstructed if one of the disk drive units in the RAID fails. 
In the event of failure, the failed drive can be removed from 
the RAID system While it is still operating, and a replace 
ment drive can be installed. The RAID system Will regen 
erate the data and return itself to full protection capability. 
The data sorted on the disk subsystem remains available for 
normal processing, that is, from the time the drive fails to the 
time the RAID system is returned to full protection capa 
bility. Other levels of RAID Which are less costly do not 
offer this type of data availability and could translate into 
costly system doWntime. 

[0036] Statistical calculations Will be performed by the 
database server 50, along With other types of report genera 
tion. Speci?cally, IIS can log directly to an Open Database 
Connectivity (ODBC) standard data source. This makes the 
availability of the data collected by the database server about 
client activity on the system more readily available and 
easier to process into logical reports. Preferably the database 
server system is con?gured With a dual P6 CPU, 128 MB 
ECC, having suf?cient ECC RAM, a graphics adapter 
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capable of showing 1024x768 pixels with a depth of 8 bits, 
a 15 inch monitor, a PCI Fast/Wide SCSI-2 I/O adapter, one 
PCI 100base T Ethernet adapter, a keyboard and a mouse, a 
3.5 inch ?oppy drive, a CD ROM Drive, a disk drive, a 2 GB 
PCI Fast/Wide SCSI-2 hard disk drive, two 9 GB PCI 
Fast/Wide SCSI hard drives (Level 1) or an 8 GB RAID 
Subsystem (Level 5), and a 24 GB DAT SCSI (2 MB per 
minute) tape back-up unit. 

[0037] In one embodiment, there will be one operator 
workstation 60 used for administering the system. As the 
need for additional workstations arises, additional operator 
workstations can be added by adding additional computer 
systems, installing the administration software and connect 
ing them to the LAN. Operator workstation machines pref 
erably utiliZe a Windows operating environment manufac 
tured by Microsoft Corporation. 

[0038] With the aforesaid operational background, the 
present invention is now described in the context of the 
following which sets forth the operation of the present 
invention: 

I. SwapCredits and Inventory are Freely Exchanged 

[0039] Users 16, 18 post books, CDs and videos on a 
SwapCredits.Com website, and in return, receive trading 
power in the form of SwapCreditsia ?xed number of 
credits for each item of inventory entered. SwapCredits are 
then used to obtain other items in the system’s database 
(with the exception of those items designated for “Sale 
Only” for which only cash will be accepted by the listing 
party). The number of SwapCredits received for each item 
will be automatically set by the system depending on the 
item’s characteristics (see SwapSetterTM at Section XVIII, 
below). 
[0040] A. Inventory and SwapCredits are Designed to be 
in Balance 

[0041] The system is designed to maintain balance 
between (1) inventory and (2) the total number of 
SwapCredits in all users’ accounts combined. This is nec 
essary so that neither trading power (SwapCredits) nor 
inventory is diluted. In order to maintain this balance, any 
time an inventory item is removed from the database, the 
equivalent number of SwapCredits must also be removed 
from a user’s account. Alternatively, the balance may be 
maintained if a removed inventory item is replaced by one 
of equivalent value in SwapCredits. And while it is a 
requirement that the system as a whole be in balance, there 
is no requirement that a user’s account be in balance (see 
Section VI, below). 

B. EXAMPLE 1 

System in Balance 

[0042] Suppose Users A, B and C enter items into the 
SwapCredits.Com system, each item worth 5 SwapCredits. 
User A enters Video 1, Video 2 and Video 3. User B enters 
Book 1, Book 2 and Book 3. User C enters CD 1 and CD 2. 
Users A and B each receive 15 SwapCredits for the three 
items entered (at ?ve SwapCredits each) and User C earns 
10 SwapCredits for the two items entered (at 5 SwapCredits 
each). A, B and C may then use their SwapCredits to obtain 
items entered by the other users. Before any transactions are 
completed, the database would look like: 
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Inventory User Balances 

User A Video 1 — 5 SwapCredits 

User A Video 2 — 5 SwapCredits T USE A 
User A Video 3 — 5 SwapCredits SwapCredits 

User B Book 1 — 5 SwapCredits 4O U516; B 

Us?r B Book 2 ' 5 SwapCredits SwapCredits SwapCredits 

User B Book 3 — 5 SwapCredits l User C 
I 10 

User C CD 1 — 5 SwapCredits SwapCredits 

User C CD 2 — 5 SwapCredits 

[0043] Note that the total number of SwapCredits for all 
users combined is 40 and that is exactly the number of 
SwapCredits in inventory value (8 items at 5 SwapCredits 
each). The system will maintain this balance. Any time an 
item is removed from the left side (inventory) the equivalent 
number of SwapCredits must also be removed form the right 
side (trading power) or, alternatively, a substitute inventory 
item of equivalent value in SwapCredits is entered. 

C. EXAMPLE 2 

After A Trade, the System Remains in Balance 

[0044] SupposeAin Example 1, above, uses 5 SwapCred 
its to obtain CD 1 from user C. The system will remove the 
listing for inventory item CD 1 and will also remove 5 
SwapCredits from A’s account. After this transaction, the 
database will look like: 

Inventory User Balances 

UserA Video 1 — 5 SwapCredits USHA 

User A Video 2 — 5 SwapCredits 1O , 
SwapCredits 

User A Video 3 — 5 SwapCredits 35 Us?r B 

User B Book 1 — 5 SwapCredits 15 
SwapCredits SwapCredits 

User B Book 2 — 5 SwapCredits 
User C 

User B Book 3 — 5 SwapCredits l 10 
User 0 CD 2 - 5 SwapCredits Swapcmdlts 

The system is still in balance because now there are 35 SwapCredits in 

trading power (right side) balanced by 35 SwapCredits of inventory (7 
items valued at 5 SwapCredits each. Note that although C no longer has 

CD 2 in inventroy (because it was sent to A), C still has 10 SwapCredits to use. 

II. The System Operates at “Full Velocity”iSwapCredits 
are Awarded Instantly for Quali?ed Posted Inventory 

[0045] (1) SwapCredits are awarded instantly for quali 
?ed inventory and may be used immediately to obtain 
items listed by other users. 

[0046] (2) There is no limit to the number of SwapCred 
its a user can receive for listing quali?ed inventory. 

[0047] Each user is permitted to immediately use 
SwapCredits based on the security provided by a credit card 
or a cash deposit which will provide a vehicle for addressing 
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users Who do not ful?ll their obligations or Whose inventory 
becomes stale and must be removed. (See Sections VII, X, 
beloW.) 
III. Users are Obligated to Ship Inventory They’ve Listed 

[0048] In exchange for receiving SWapCredits (trading 
power), the user promises to send to others the items the user 
listed to earn the SWapCredits. The user’s right (to use 
SWapCredits) is balanced by the user’s obligation (to ship 
inventory). When others Want the items the user has listed, 
the user Will be noti?ed by E-Mail and must ship the item(s) 
Within a ?xed period. Charges apply for failing to comply. 

IV. EXAMPLE 3 

User A Posts Items and Receives SWapCredits 

[0049] Suppose User A posts ?ve items to the database: 
tWo CD’s, tWo books, and one video. Assuming A receives 
?ve SWapCredits for each item, A Will immediately earn 25 
SWapCredits. The “full velocity” nature of the system Will 
permit A to use these SWapCredits immediately to obtain 
items posted in the database by other users. 

[0050] A’s account Will consist of tWo parts: (1) A’s 
inventory (the items A agrees to send to others if called 
upon); and (2) A’s balance of unused SWapCredits. 
[0051] A’s account Will look like: 

User's A's Account 

Inventory Balance 

CD 15 SWapCredits 

CD 25 SWapCredits 
25 

Book li5 SWapCredits 
SWapCredits 

Book 2*5 SWapCredits 

Video li5 SWapCredits 

V. A User’s Account Begins in Balance 

[0052] A user’s account begins in balance, that is the 
user’s inventory and SWapCredits are equal. In Example 3, 
above, UserA has 25 SWapCredits (trading poWer) balanced 
by the obligation to ship 25 SWapCredits of inventory (?ve 
items Worth ?ve credits each). Therefore, A’s account is in 
balance. 

VI. Over Time, a User’s Account may be Out of Balance 
Surplus or De?cit 

[0053] A user’ s account remains in balance When the value 
of a user’s unshipped inventory (in SWapCredits) is the 
equivalent of the user’ s unused SWapCredits. HoWever, once 
a user begins trading, it is likely that his or her account Will 
be out of balance, that is, it may have a surplus or a de?cit. 
While it is acceptable for a user’s account to have a surplus 
or de?cit, the entire system Will alWays be in balance (see 
Section I(A), above). 

A. EXAMPLE 4 

User A’s Account Stays in Balance after 2 
Transactions 

[0054] Suppose User A from Example 3 (25 unused 
SWapCredits and unshipped inventory Worth 25 SWapCred 
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its) obtains one book, using ?ve SWapCredits, and sends CD 
1 to another user. A’s account Would noW look like this: 

User's A's Account 

Inventory Balance 

CD 2*5 SWapCredits 

Book 15 SWapCredits 20 

Book 25 SWapCredits SWapCredits 

Video li5 SWapCredits 

[0055] A noW no longer has CD 1 in inventory because it 
Was shipped to another user. A has also used 5 SWapCredits 
to obtain a book from another user. To account for these tWo 

transactions, the system removed CDl from A’s account and 
reduced A’s balance of SWapCredits from 25 to 20. A’s 
account is still in balance because A’s obligation to ship 20 
SWapCredits of inventory equals A’s 20 unused SWapCred 
its (trading poWer). 

[0056] B. Users have a Surplus When Unused SWapCredits 
Exceed Inventory 

[0057] Some users Will ?nd that they ship inventory faster 
than they are using SWapCredits. In this instance the user 
Will have a surplus, that is an excess of trading poWer over 
the obligation to ship inventory. Such a surplus is acceptable 
and may be maintained inde?nitely by the user. 

1 . EXAMPLE 5 

User A has a Surplus 

[0058] Assume user A receives 25 SWapCredits in 
exchange for listing tWo CD’s, tWo books, and one video as 
in Example 3. The chart in Example 3 shoWs What A’s 
account looks like before any transactions are done. NoW, 
suppose that A does not use any SWapCredits but ships four 
items to others, all but Video 1. A noW has a surplus of 20 
SWapCredits. 

User A's Account 

Balance Inventory 

20 Surplus SWapCredits 25 

l SWapCredits 

Video li5 SWapCredits 

[0059] In this example, the system has removed the items 
of inventory A has shipped but has not removed any 
SWapCredits because A has not yet used any. Here, A is 
“ahead of’ the system. Ahas done his part before others have 
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had to do theirs (to the extent of 20 SWapCredits) because A 
has shipped 20 SWapCredits of inventory and has not yet 
received anything in return. 

2. EXAMPLE 6 

User A’s Surplus is Reduced by Using SWapCredits 

[0060] The chart in Example 5 above shoWs What A’s 
account looks like With a surplus of 20 SWapCredits. NoW, 
suppose thatAuses l0 SWapCredits to receive items and still 
maintains Video 1 in inventory (no one has requested it). A 
Will noW have 15 unused SWapCredits and a surplus of 10 
SWapCredits. The surplus is the unused SWapCredits minus 
the value of unshipped inventory. Notice that the balance of 
SWapCredits is alWays equal to the value of unshipped 
inventory plus the surplus. 

User As Account 

Inventory Balance 

10 Surplus SWapCredits 15 
l SWapCredits 

Video li5 SWapCredits 

[0061] In this example, the system has removed 10 ofA’s 
SWapCredits because A has exchanged them for items 
posted by other users. A is still “ahead of’ the system by 10 
SWapCredits, that is A still has a surplus of 10 SWapCredits. 

[0062] C. A User has a De?cit When Inventory Exceeds 
Unused SWapCredits 

[0063] While some users Will ship inventory faster than 
they are using SWapCredits (e. g. have a surplus), other users 
Will do the opposite and use SWapCredits faster than they 
ship inventory. In this instance the user Will have a de?cit, 
that is an excess of the obligation to ship inventory over 
unused SWapCredits (remaining trading poWer). It is accept 
able to have a de?cit, but as set forth beloW, older inventory 
items Will be removed and it may be necessary for the user 
to “make up” the de?cit at that time (see Section VII). 

1 . EXAMPLE 7 

User A has a De?cit 

[0064] Assume user A receives 25 SWapCredits in 
exchange for listing tWo CD’s, tWo books, and one video as 
in Example 3. The chart in Example 3 shoWs What A’s 
account looks like before any transactions are (lone. NoW, 
suppose that Auses 20 SWapCredits immediately but has not 
been called upon to ship any of A’s inventory. A noW has a 
de?cit of 20 SWapCredits. 
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[0065] A’s account Will look like: 

User As Account 

Inventory Balance 

CD li5 SWapCredits 

CD 2’5 swapcredlts 20 De?cit SWapCredits 
Book li5 SWapCredits l 
Book 2*5 SWapCredits 

Here Video li5 SWapCredits ther use 5 SWapCredits part 

[0066] SWapCredits. Another Way of looking at it is that 
unused SWapCredits plus the de?cit equals the unshipped 
inventory. 

2. EXAMPLE 8 

User A’s De?cit is Reduced by Shipping Inventory 

[0067] The chart in Example 7 above shoWs What A’s 
account looks like With a de?cit of 20 SWapCredits. NoW, 
suppose that A ships Book 1 and CD 1 (collectively, Worth 
10 SWapCredits) and does not use the remaining 5 
SWapCredits. A Will noW have a de?cit of 10 SWapCredits. 
The de?cit is the unshipped inventory minus the unused 
SWapCredits. Again, notice that the unshipped inventory is 
alWays equal to the unused SWapCredits plus the de?cit. 

User As Account 

Inventory Balance 

Book 25 SWapCredits ] 
CD 2i5 swapcredits l0 De?cit SWapCredits 

Video li5 SWapCredits [ 

5 SWapCredits 

[0068] In this example, the system has removed Book 1 
and CD 1 because A has shipped them to another user. A is 
still “behind” the system by 10 SWapCredits, that is, A still 
has a de?cit of 10 SWapCredits. The system remains in 
balance because the user Who received the items had 10 
SWapCredits removed from his/her account. 

VII. Inventory Will be Removed from the System after a 
Fixed Period 

[0069] A ?xed period from the date an item is posted to the 
database, it Will be presumed that the item is undesirable and 
the user Who posted the item Will be given three options 
(With prior notice): 

[0070] (l) The item Will be removed along With the 
number of SWapCredits Which had been aWarded to the 
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user for listing the item. (If the user does not have 
suf?cient SWapCredits, the user Will be offered only the 
following three options.) 

[0071] (2) The user may pay a re-listing fee for each 
item to be removed in Which case the item Will be listed 
for one more year, but no additional extensions Will be 

granted. 

[0072] (3) The user may provide replacement inventory 
of equivalent value in SWapCredits. 

[0073] (4) If the user does not have suf?cient 
SWapCredits to remove along With the inventory item 
(and opts not to re-list the item or provide replacement 
inventory), the user must pay for the value of the 
removed items at a ?xed rate per SWapCredit. (This 
option Will not be available to users Who have suf?cient 

SWapCredits to remove along With the inventory item.) 

[0074] A. When an Item is Removed, the System must be 
Adjusted so there is No Imbalance 

[0075] Because the system must remain balanced betWeen 
trading poWer (total number of SWapCredits) and inventory 
items, if an item is removed an imbalance Will occur. The 
preferred method of correcting that imbalance is to remove 
from the user the number of SWapCredits aWarded to that 
user for having listed the item. The system Would then be in 
balance because an inventory item and the equivalent num 
ber of SWapCredits Will both have been removed. HoWever, 
the system Will also remain in balance if a replacement 
inventory item of equivalent value in SWapCredits is entered 
into the system by the user. Alternatively, paying the re 
listing fee Will keep the system in balance because the item 
Will then not be removed. If, hoWever, the user does not have 
su?icient SWapCredits left to remove along With the item 
(and the user does not Wish to provide replacement inven 
tory or re-list the item) the user must pay for the item’s 
removal at a ?xed rate per SWapCredit. SWapCredits.Com 
Will then correct the imbalance by providing and listing 
replacement inventory because the user has not done so. The 
system Will then be in balance. 

[0076] B. A User may Choose to have the Item Removed 
along With the Equivalent Number of SWapCredits (to keep 
the System in Balance) 

[0077] When the user is noti?ed that an inventory item has 
been on the system too long, the user may choose to have the 
item removed along With the number of SWapCredits the 
user received When the item Was ?rst listed. 

1 . EXAMPLE 9 

Inventory Removed along With SWapCredits 

[0078] Suppose, over a period of time, User A enters ?ve 
items in inventory (four books and one CD, each Worth ?ve 
SWapCredits), receiving 25 SWapCredits for those items. A 
then uses 15 SWapCredits to obtain items from other users 
and has 10 unused SWapCredits. A’s account Would look 
like: 
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IlseLALsAccmmt 

Inv?ntory Balance 

Book I — 5 SWapCredits 

Book 2 — 5 SWapCredits l5 De?cit SWapCredits 

Book 3 — 5 SWapCredits 

Book 4 — 5 SWapCredits 

CDl-SSWapCredits | 10 SWapCrcdits I 

[0079] A entered CD 1 and Books 2, 3 and 4 recently, but 
Book 1 Was entered some time ago. A is noti?ed that the 
listing for Book 1 is too old and A chooses to have Book I 
removed along With the 5 SWapCredits A received for the 
listing. A’s account Will noW look like: 

IlseLALsAccmmt 

Inv?ntory Balance 

Book 2 — 5 SWapCredits 

Book 3 — 5 SWapCredits l5 De?cit SWapCredits 

Book 4 — 5 SWapCredits l 

5 SWapCredits 
CDl — 5 SWapCredits 

[0080] The system remains in balance because the item 
and its equivalent in SWapCredits have both been removed. 

[0081] C. A User may Choose to Pay a Re-Listing Fee to 
have the Item Remain on the System for an Additional 
Period 

[0082] Instead of having the item removed, a user may 
choose to pay to have the item re-listed for another ?xed 
period. HoWever, the item may be re-listed for only one 
additional period. If the item has not been requested by 
another user by that time, it Will be removed permanently. 

[0083] D. AUser may have the Item Removed and Provide 
Replacement Inventory of Equivalent Value in SWapCredits 

[0084] Instead of having SWapCredits removed from the 
user’s account, the user may choose to provide replacement 
inventory of equivalent value. This Will keep the system in 
balance. 

1. EXAMPLE 10 

User A Provides Replacement Inventory 

[0085] Suppose User A has ?ve items in inventory (four 
books and one CD, each Worth ?ve SWapCredits) and 10 
unused SWapCredits. A’s account Would look like the ?rst 
chart in Example 9. NoW, A has been informed that Book 1 
has been on the system too long. Instead of having 
SWapCredits removed, A chooses to provide a different 
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inventory item of equivalent value to replace Book 1. A 
enters Book 5 Which is also Worth 5 SWapCredits. A’s 
account noW looks like: 

IlseLALsAccmmt 

Inv?ntory Balance 

Book 5 — 5 SWapCredits 

Book 2 ' 5 SWaPCredits 15 De?cit SWapCredits 

Book 3 — 5 SWapCredits 1 
Book 4 — 5 SWapCredits 

CDl-5SWapCredits | 10 SWapCredits | 

[0086] A’s account looks just like it did before except that 
Book 5 has been substituted for Book 1. A entered Book 5 
Which Was Worth 5 SWapCredits, the same value as Book 1 
Which Was removed. Alternatively, A could have entered 
several items, and to the extent their value exceeded the 
value of Book 1 (5 SWapCredits), A’s SWapCredit balance 
Would be increased. 

[0087] E. If a User does Not have Suf?cient SWapCredits 
to Remove Along With an Inventory Item, the User Must Pay 
for Removing the Item at a Fixed Rate per SWapCredit 

[0088] If a user does not have su?icient SWapCredits to 
remove along With an item (and the user chooses not to 
provide replacement inventory or pay a re-listing fee) the 
user Will pay for removing the item at a ?xed rate per 
SWapCredit. SWapCredits.Com Will then provide replace 
ment inventory. In order to keep the system in balance 
(equivalent inventory and SWapCredits) When inventory is 
removed, the equivalent number of SWapCredits must also 
be removed. HoWever, When a user has no SWapCredits to 
remove, in order to balance the system, replacement inven 
tory must be provided. If the user chooses not to do so, 
SWapCredits.Com must do so in the user’s place. 

1. EXAMPLE 11 

User A Pays for Removed Inventory 

[0089] Suppose User A has ?ve items in inventory (four 
books and one CD, each Worth ?ve SWapCredits). A has 
used all of the 25 SWapCredits and received items from other 
users. A has received full value from the system and has only 
the obligation to ship inventory remaining. A’s account 
Would look like: 

IlseLA'sAccolmt 

Inv?ntory Balance 

Book I — 5 SWapCredits 

Book 2 — 5 SWapCredits 

Book 3 _ 5 swapcredits 25 De?cit SiwapCredits 
Book 4 — 5 SWapCredits 

CDl — 5 SWapCredits 

[0090] NoW, Ahas been informed that Book 1 has been on 
the system too long. (Books 2, 3 and 4 and CD 1 Were 
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entered more recently). A has no SWapCredits to remove and 
chooses not to provide replacement inventory or pay a 
re-listing fee. A must noW pay for the 5 SWapCredits. To 
keep the system in balance, the item should be removed 
along With the equivalent number of SWapCredits, but since 
there are none, A pays for those SWapCredits. To keep the 
system in balance replacement inventory must be provided. 
A replacement inventory provider Will supply another listing 
on the system so that the balance is maintained. A’s account 
noW looks like: 

IlseLALsAccmmt 

Inv?ntory Balance 

Book 2 — 5 SWapCredits 

Book 3 — 5 SWapCredits 

20 D f 'tS C d't 
Book4 — 5 SWapCredits e 101 Wap r6 1 S 

CDl — 5 SWapCredits 

VIII. User Accounts Will List Unused SWapCredits and any 
De?cit or Surplus 

[0091] Each user’ s account Will list not only the number of 
unused SWapCredits but also if there is any de?cit or 
surplus. When the user decides to use SWapCredits to obtain 
inventory, if there is a de?cit the user Will be reminded that 
he/ she may be called upon to make up that de?cit if his/her 
inventory does not move Within the required ?xed period 
(but only if the user doesn’t have suf?cient SWapCredits to 
remove along With the item and chooses not to provide 
replacement inventory). The option of re-listing the item for 
a fee Will also be explained. 

IX. Users Will have a Cash Account 

[0092] In addition to SWapCredit balances, each user Will 
also have a cash balance account. When a user ships items 
to others, the user’s cash balance Will increase by the amount 
the user spends for postage (see Section XI, beloW). Cash 
balance accounts Will also increase by amounts received for 
the sale of items (see Section XVII, beloW). The cash 
balance Will be decreased by charges levied on users such as 
transaction fees (see Section XII(B)), re-listing fees (see 
Section VII(C)), de?cit payment fees (see Section VII(E)) 
and any other charges. If a membership fee is instituted, the 
cash balance account Will be debited for this fee as Well (see 
Section XII(A)). 

[0093] A. The User may Request a Check be Issued from 
the Cash Account 

[0094] When the account value exceeds a ?xed amount, 
the user may request a check for any amounts in excess 
thereof, but only in ?xed increments in excess of the 
minimum. 

[0095] B. The System Will Charge the Cash Account 
Before the Credit Card 

[0096] When a user is to be given a credit, the credit Will 
increase the user’s cash account. When charges are to be 
levied, the cash balance account Will be reduced. Only if the 
balance is insu?icient Will the credit card be charged. 
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X. Credit Card Security or a Cash Deposit is Required 

[0097] When a user establishes an account, a credit card 
number Will be required to secure the user’s obligations. 
Cards Will be frequently checked to ensure that suf?cient 
unused credit remains. A ?xed period before the card 
expires, the user Will be required to enter a neW card number 
or re-establish the old card number. If neither is done, it Will 
be treated as a terminated account (see Section XIV, beloW). 
Alternatively, a user may send a ?xed cash deposit to start 
an account. Those funds Will be used to secure the user’s 
obligations. As the fund is depleted the user Will be required 
to replenish it. 

XI. Postage is Paid by the User Ordering the Item 

[0098] The user obtaining items from the database Will 
ultimately be responsible for the postage. The party shipping 
the item Will pay for postage in the ?rst instance but Will 
receive a credit in his/her cash account so there is no net cost 
to him/her. 

[0099] The user requesting an item Will have charged to 
his/her cash account (or credit card if the cash account is 
insufficient (see Section IX, above)) the amount for the 
postage in addition to a transaction fee (see Section XII(B), 
beloW). The shipper is not reimbursed for the cost of the 
envelope or packing materials. 

[0100] A. Postage is Estimated by the System and may be 
Adjusted 

[0101] When a user requests an item the user Will be given 
a general range for the postage depending on the item type 
(books Will vary most; CDs, VHS tapes and DVDs Will vary 
little). The system Will then create a pending transaction 
Which Will appear in both the requesting user’s account and 
the shipping user’s account. A hold Will be placed on the 
requesting user’s cash account for the estimated postage and 
transaction fee. When the item is mailed, the shipping user 
Will enter into the system the exact amount of postage. At 
that time the requesting user’s pending transaction Will be 
adjusted With the exact amount of postage and the requesting 
user informed that the item has been shipped. When the user 
receives the item and indicates so, the transaction Will be 
made ?nal (cash balance account charged and/or credit 
card). If the user does not so indicate Within a ?xed period 
and after an E-mail requesting the status, it Will be presumed 
that the user received the item and the transaction Will be 
made ?nal. The shipping user Will then be given a credit in 
the cash account for the postage. If the requesting user does 
not receive the item, the transaction Will be nulli?ed as the 
risk of loss is on the sender (see Section XIII, beloW). If a 
requesting user has three losses in a ?xed period of time 
from tWo or more other users, that user Will have his/her 
account terminated. 

XII. Membership Fees and Transaction Fees 

[0102] A. For the First Year, There Will be No Membership 
Fee 

[0103] While there Will be no membership fees at ?rst, 
such fees may be instituted later. 

[0104] B. A Charge Per Item Will Apply 

[0105] The party requesting items from the database Will 
pay a ?xed transaction fee per item. 
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[0106] C. For Sales, the Seller Will Pay a Fixed Percentage 
as a Commission 

[0107] For items listed for sale only (and not sale/sWap) 
the party requesting the item Will pay the postage and the 
item price. The party selling the item Will pay a ?xed 
percentage of the item’s price (excluding postage) as a 
commission. Amounts Will be removed from cash accounts 
and/or credit cards (see Section IX, above). 

XIII. The Risk of Loss is on the Sender 

[0108] The party shipping the item Will bear the risk of 
loss. This is to give an incentive to package the item 
securely, properly address the package and make sure it is 
sent. The sender may choose to have the item insured (at 
his/her expense), and While the sender Will be reimbursed for 
postage, the sender Will not be reimbursed for the cost of 
insurance. If the item is lost, the sender Will be reimbursed 
by the post of?ce. Also, if an item is lost, it Will be treated 
as removed inventory and the user Will be given the same 
options as inventory removed after a year. (See Section VII, 
above.) If the item is not sent Within three days, the 
transaction Will be nulli?ed and the party Who failed to send 
the item Will be charged a fee. 

XIV. Terminated Accountsilnventory Removed, Charges 
may Apply 

[0109] An account may be terminated: (1) When a user 
chooses to do so; (2) When a credit card expires and no neW 
card is entered in its place; (3) When a security deposit is 
fully utiliZed and the user does not replenish it; (4) When a 
user has three strikes from rules infractions (see Section 
XIX, beloW); or (5) When a user is deceased. A terminated 
account Will be treated as though the remaining inventory is 
to be removed and may not be re-listed or substituted by 
replacement inventory. If there are suf?cient SWapCredits to 
be removed along With the inventory, no charges Will apply. 
If there are surplus SWapCredits, those Will be forfeited. If 
there are de?cit SWapCredits, the user Will be charged at the 
?xed rate per SWapCredit plus an administrative fee. The 
user Will be given tWo Weeks to redeem any unused 
SWapCredits by posting suf?cient security or a credit card 
number. 

A. EXAMPLE 12 

User A’s Account, With De?cit SWapCredits, is 
Terminated for Failure to have a Valid Credit Card 

[0110] Suppose User A fails to post a valid replacement 
credit card. A’s account looks like: 

IlseLALsAccmmt 

Inventory Balance 

Book I — 5 SWapCredits 

Book 2 - 5 SWapCwditS l5 Deficit SWapCredits 

Book 3 — 5 SWapCredits i 

Book 4 — 5 SWapCredits 

CDl-SSWapCredits I 10 SWapCrcdits | 
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[0111] Because A does not have proper security, A’s 
account Will be terminated. First, A’s 10 unused SWapCred 
its Will be removed along With 10 SWapCredits of inventory. 
But that still leaves A With a de?cit of 15 SWapCredits. 
Before A’s card expires, A’s cash account Will be charged 
for the 15 SWapCredits and the termination fee. If the cash 
account is insu?icient the credit card Will be charged. If A 
had had surplus credits, A Would have forfeited them. 

XV. EXAMPLE 13 

Sample Transaction: User B Obtains an Item from 
User A 

[0112] User A originally received 25 SWapCredits for 
listing 5 inventory items. A then used 10 SWapCredits to 
obtain items. No one has yet askedAto ship any items. Ahas 
a de?cit of 10 SWapCredits. A’s account looks like: 

IlseLA'sAcconnt 

Inv?ntory Balance 

CD I — 5 SWapCredits 

CD 2 - 5 SWapCredits 10 De?cit SWapCredits 

Book I — 5 SWapCredits I 
Book 2 — 5 SWapCredits 

Book 3 — 5 SWapCredits I I5 SWapCredits I 

[0113] User B originally received 20 SWapCredits for 
listing 4 videos. B has not yet used any SWapCredits but Was 
called upon to and shipped 2 videos to other users. B’s 
account looks like: 

IlseLEsAcconnt 

Inventory Balance 

10 Surplus SWapCredits 20 SWapCredits 

Video 3 — 5 SWapCredits 

Video 4 — 5 SWapCredits 

[0114] Next, B looks through the database and decides to 
use 5 SWapCredits to obtain Book 3 from User A. The 
system creates a “pending transaction” for Users B and A. 
User B has 5 SWapCredits held in suspension pending the 
successful completion of the transaction. The system gen 
erates an E-Mail to UserA giving UserA a ?xed time to ship 
Book 3 to User B. The E-Mail provides B’s address to User 
A. User A ships the book Which costs $2.09 in postage. A 
indicates by communication through A’s account that A 
shipped the book and that the postage Was $2.09. B receives 
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the book and notes that in B’s account on the system. A is 

given a credit of $2.09 in A’s account. B’s cash account is 

charged $2.09 for the postage and the transaction fee. A’s 
account noW looks like: 

IlseLALsAccmJnt 

Inv?ntory Balance 

CD I — 5 SWapCredits 

CD 2 - 5 SWapCreditS 5 Deficit SWapCredits 

Book I — 5 SWapCredits I 
Book 2 — 5 SWapCredits 

l5 SWapCredits I 

CASH BALANCE: $2.09 

[0115] The system removed Book 3 from A’s account and 
also reduced A’s de?cit by 5 SWapCredits because A has 
ful?lled some of A’s obligation to ship inventory. The 
removal of Book 3 from A’s account is balanced by remov 

ing 5 SWapCredits from B’s account. B’s surplus is therefore 
reduced. Assuming that B had exactly the amount needed in 
his/her cash account, B’s account noW looks like: 

IlseLEsAccmlnt 

Inventory Balance 

5 Surplus SWapCredits l5 SWapCredits 

Video 3 — 5 SWapCredits 

Video 4 — 5 SWapCredits 

[0116] CASH BALANCE: $0.00 

XVI. Items may be Listed for Sale Only 

[0117] When a user enters items into the system, the user 
Will be asked Whether each item is offered (1) for sWap only; 
(2) for sWap or sale; or (3) for sale only. If an item is listed 
for sale only, that item’s price Will be set by the user (not by 
SWapSetterTM) and the user Will not receive SWapCredits for 
the listing. SWapCredits may not be used to obtain an item 
offered for sale only. When a user Wishes to buy an item, the 
cost for the item, the shipping charges and a ?xed transaction 
fee are charged to the user’s cash account and a pending 

transaction set up (see Section XI(A)). As With sWaps, the 
user receiving the item pays for the postage. The seller Will 
ship the item and Will receive a dollar credit in his/her cash 
account for the purchase price and the postage less a ?xed 
percentage commission. 
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XVII. Items may be Offered for Sale or Swap 

[0118] Users Who list items for sale/sWap Will receive 
SWapCredits for those items and may use those SWapCredits 
just as a user Who listed an item for sWap only. An item so 
listed must be sent to whomever requests it, Whether for sale 
or sWap. The listing user does not have the choice to reject 
a sWap to Wait for a sale or visa versa. 

[0119] A. Equivalent SWapCredits must be Removed 
Along With an Item Listed for Sale or SWap 

[0120] In order to keep the system in balance, Whenever an 
item is removed from inventory, the SWapCredits aWarded 
for that item must also be removed. When an item is traded 
for SWapCredits, the party requesting the trade has his/her 
SWapCredits removed along With the item of inventory, 
keeping the system in balance. HoWever, if an item listed for 
sWap/sale (for Which the listing user Was aWarded 
SWapCredits) is sold for cash, the number of SWapCredits 
must still be removed. In this instance, those SWapCredits 
must be removed from the listing party in order for the 
system to remain in balance. If he/she does not have 
su?icient SWapCredits, he/she may provide replacement 
inventory of an equivalent amount, or alternatively, he/she 
Will forfeit the purchase price Which Will then be used by 
SWapCredits.Com to procure replacement inventory. 

B. EXAMPLE 14 

User A SWaps an Item Which Was Listed for 
Sale/Swap 

[0121] Assume A lists four inventory items (tWo CDs and 
tWo books) all for sWap/ sale. A received 20 SWapCredits for 
these items and uses 10 SWapCredits to obtain tWo videos 
from other users. No one has yet asked A for any items. A 
has 10 de?cit SWapCredits. A’s account looks like: 

User As Account 

Balance 

l 
10 De?cit SWapCredits 

l0 SWapCredits 

Inventory 

CD li5 SWapCredits 

CD 2i5 SWapCredits 

Book li5 SWapCredits 

Book 2i5 SWapCredits 

[0122] Next, User B requests CD 1 as a sWap. CD 1 Will 
be removed from A’s account, and the system Will remain in 
balance because 5 SWapCredits Will be removed from User 
B. A’s account Will noW look like: 
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User As Account 

Balance 

l 
5 De?cit SWapCredits 

l0 SWapCredits 

Inventory 

CD 2i5 SWapCredits 

Book li5 SWapCredits 

Book 2i5 SWapCredits 

C. EXAMPLE 15 

User A Sells an Item Which Was Listed for 
Sale/Swap 

[0123] Assume A lists four inventory items (tWo CDs and 
tWo books) all for sWap or sale, as in Example 14, above. A’s 
account looks just like the ?rst chart in Example 14. Next, 
User B Wants to buy CD 1 for $5 (5 SWapCredits=$5, 
assuming 1 SWapCredit=$l). Because SWapCredits and 
inventory must both be removed to keep the system in 
balance and no SWapCredits are being removed from B 
because B is paying cash, the SWapCredits must be removed 
from A. User A’s account noW looks like: 

User As Account 

Balance 

l 
10 De?cit SWapCredits 

5 SWapCredits 

Inventory 

CD 2i5 SWapCredits 

Book li5 SWapCredits 

Book 2i5 SWapCredits 

CASH BALANCE: $5.00 

[0124] The system removed CD 1 and also the 5 
SWapCredits A had received for having listed the item. A 
Was also aWarded the $5.00 paid by B for CD 1. 

[0125] D. If a User does not have Enough SWapCredits to 
Remove Along With Inventory Sold for Cash, the User may 
Provide Replacement Inventory or Forfeit the Cash 

[0126] If a user sells an item offered for sale/sWap but does 
not have su?icient SWapCredits to remove along With the 
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item, the system Will not be in balance. The user Will then 
have tWo options: (1) provide replacement inventory of 
equivalent value in SWapCredits and keep the cash; or (2) 
forfeit the cash in Which case SWapCredits.Com Will provide 
replacement inventory. 

E. EXAMPLE 15 

User A Sells an Item Which Was Listed for 
Sale/SWap but does Not have Enough SWapCredits 

[0127] Assume User A enters three books for sale/sWap 
and receives 15 SWapCredits in return (5 SWapCredits for 
each item). A then uses all 15 SWapCredits to obtain items 
in the database from other users. No one has yet asked A to 
ship any inventory. A noW has a de?cit of 15 SWapCredits. 
A’s account looks like: 

User As Account 

Inventory Balance 

Book li5 SWapCredits T 

15 De?cit SWapCredits 
Book ZiS SWapCredits 1 

Book 3i5 SWapCredits 

[0128] Next, User B Wants to purchase Book 1 for $5.00 
(assuming 1 SWapCredit=$1). A ships Book 1 to B but does 
not have any SWapCredits to remove from his/her account. 
A could choose to prove replacement inventory of equiva 
lent or greater value. A Will then be aWarded the cash. The 
system Will remain in balance because the item of inventory 
removed is replaced by another item. If A chooses to add 
Book 4 (Worth 5 SWapCredits) A’s account Will look like: 

User As Account 

Inventory Balance 

Book ZiS SWapCredits T 
15 De?cit SWapCredits 

Book 3i5 SWapCredits [ 

Book 4i5 SWapCredits 

CASH BALANCE: $5.00 

[0129] But, if instead, A chooses not to add replacement 
inventory, A Will forfeit the $5.00. SWapCredits.Com Will 
then provide replacement inventory to keep the system in 
balance. A’s account Will look like: 
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User As Account 

Inventory Balance 

Book ZiS SWapCredits T 
10 De?cit SWapCredits 

Book 3i5 SWapCredits [ 

XVIII. SWapSetterTM Automatically Values Items 

[0130] When a user enters items into the database for sWap 
or sWap/ sale, SWapSetterTM automatically values them. 
From menus, the user tells the system the type of item, 
description and certain questions about condition (CD, 
DVD, VHS Tape, Hardback Book, Soft Cover Book). The 
system Will then set the number of SWapCredits to be 
aWarded for the item. If the user does not Wish to enter the 
item, the user may WithdraW it or list it for sale only in Which 
case he/ she may ser his/her oWn price. 

[0131] A. Users Set Their OWn Prices for Items Which are 
for Sale Only 

[0132] Users Who list items for sale only may set their oWn 
prices. This Will account for specialty items and for users 
Who do not Wish to barter but only Want to use the site as a 
vehicle to turn items into cash. 

[0133] In this embodiment users can sell items With the 
ability to have their price ?uctuate to match loWer prices and 
retain listing priority. 

[0134] 
[0135] A. Buyers See Only One Listing Per Item. No 
matter hoW many of the same item are available, buyers on 
the internet see only a single listing and a single price. 

1 . System Description. 

[0136] B. Sellers Will Set Their OWn Price With Assis 
tance From The System 

[0137] For each item entered by a seller, the seller Will set 
the price. If one or more identical items of the type the seller 
is entering are already listed, the system Will inform the 
seller as to the loWest price. If no other items are listed, the 
system Will shoW the retail price. The system Will have a 
maximum price the user may set. That maximum Will be set 
by the System Administrator as a percentage of retail price 
and Will vary by item type. The Administrator Will also set 
a minimum price as percentage of retail price and Will vary 
by item type. If all identical items of the type are set at a 
percent of retail above a percent (by item type) Which is set 
by the Administrator, the system Will search all the minimum 
prices and then display the item With the loWest price Which 
has been ?rst listed. In addition, the administrator Will also 
set the minimum percentage of retail price and absolute 
amounts (by item type) beloW Which neither the price can be 
set nor beloW Which the loWest price match can be set. 

[0138] C. The system Will display to buyers the loWest 
price from among multiple identical items for multiple 
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listings of the same item. The system Will display to a seller 
only the loWest price as listed by all sellers. 

[0139] D. The seller may choose to price match. Each 
seller may choose Whether to price match for each item 
listed. After having set the price, if sellers desire to price 
match, they Will enter the loWest price for Which they are 
Willing to sell the item. In addition to an absolute price, this 
may comprise a percentage reduction in price. 

[0140] E. The system Will display the loWest price at any 
given moment for an item When buyers are searching for an 
item. The system Will display the loWest price for multiple 
identical items. If a seller has chosen to price match, the 
system Will check to see if the loWest price of all other 
identical items is less than the minimum price the seller has 
chosen. If loWer, the system Will ignore the seller’s item. If 
higher, then the price of the seller’s item Will qualify it to be 
the next item sold. 

[0141] F. The system Will offer for sale to a buyer an item 
Which is the loWest price, and Which Was ?rst listed. The 
system Will not only look for the loWest priced item from 
among multiple listings of the same item, but Will also look 
for the earliest listed. That is, the item Which Will be offered 
as the next for sale. If a seller has chosen to price match, the 
date the item Was listed Will be used to determine Whether 
it Will be the next item offered for sale. Thus, sellers Will 
retain the priority of their listing for the item over later listed 
items assuming the seller has the loWest price. If all identical 
items are listed at prices above a percentage of retail or 
absolute amount set by the administrator (by item type), the 
system Will not search for the loWest price from among the 
prices set by sellers, but Will instead search the loWer 
amounts set as price match settings and display the loWest 
priced item from among those prices for the earliest listing. 

[0142] G. At any time prior to a sale, the seller may change 
the price and/ or price matching options. At any time, the 
seller may choose to change the price of the item in absolute 
or percentage terms. 

XIX. Three Strikes and You’re Out 

[0143] Although SWapCredits.Com is not responsible for 
the condition of items or misrepresentations made by users, 
if a particular user has four infractions Within a year, his/her 
account Will be terminated. The system is dependent on the 
honesty of users and their Willingness to live up to their 
obligations, and users Will be encouraged to report infrac 
tions of the rules. The ?rst infraction Will result in a Warning 
but no strike issued. For second and later infractions, a user 
Will earn one strike for misrepresenting the condition of an 
item and the reversal of the transaction. One strike Will be 
levied for failing to ship an item When requested. TWo lost 
items Within six months Will result in the shipping user 
earning one strike. In order to suspend the user’s account the 
strikes must result from complaints by more than one 
person. Any strike more than a year old Will not count. 

[0144] A. No Strike for the First Infraction 

[0145] The ?rst infraction Will result in a Warning and a 
re-statement of the rules. Strikes Will then be accrued for 
further rules violations. 
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XX. Users can Temporarily Suspend Their Inventory While 
on Vacation 

[0146] If a user Will be aWay, he/she can suspend inven 
tory items for up to a month. Another user can still request 
those items, but Will be informed as to When the item Will be 
available and can choose to Wait. Suspending items Will not 
alter the ?xed holding period for stale inventory. 

XXI. The System Will Accept only Quali?ed Inventory 

[0147] A. Items must be VHS Tapes, DVDs, CDs or 
Books of Fair Quality or Better 

[0148] Only video material in VHS or DVD format Will be 
accepted. No beta tapes, other formats or laser discs may be 
listed. CDs may be entered but no cassette tapes or vinyl 
albums. No items of poor quality may be listed. These 
include videotapes Which have portions With poor or no 
audio or poor video quality, CDs Which skip or have any 
sections Which cannot be listened to, or books With torn or 
no covers or Which have distracting or substantial markings 
in them. 

B. Users may not Offer Items Violating Copyright or Other 
LaWs 

[0149] Users are not permitted to copy movies, television 
programs, books or music and offer them for sale or trade. 
These items, and any other copies or stolen/bootlegged 
merchandise, Would violate copyright and/or other laWs and 
are not permitted. Any user caught listing any such mer 
chandise Will have his/her account terminated immediately 
and Will be turned in to laW enforcement authorities. The 
only items Which may be sold and/ or traded are those items 
authoriZed by the copyright holder and Which the user 
purchased or received as a gift. 

[0150] C. Certain Types of Items may Not be Listed 

[0151] Hard cover and soft cover books may be entered, 
but no trade journals, catalogues, magaZines, specialiZed 
trade, professional or academic volumes, or other special 
iZed reference books may be listed. Textbooks are also 
prohibited. These items may, hoWever, be listed for sale. No 
pornography or obscene material may be entered for trade or 
sale. 

XXII. The System Will Offer Collection Charts Which Users 
may DoWnload into Their Accounts 

[0152] As a marketing device, the system Will suggest 
collections for users, e.g., the world’s 10 best horror ?lms, 
5 best Humphrey Bogart ?lms, 20 best mystery novels, The 
Complete Led Zeppelin, etc. A user may peruse suggested 
collections, doWnload any they’d like to pursue and then 
check off the items on the list as they’re obtained. The 
system Will also automatically search for such items and Will 
e-mail the user to let him/her knoW another item on the list 
is available. The user may also design his/her oWn “collec 
tion” and share the list With other users. 

[0153] A. The System Will Offer Users the Option to 
Package Their Items into Collections to make Them More 
Marketable 

[0154] For example, if a user is entering several James 
Bond movies, the system Will suggest that the tapes be 
packaged and presented as a set (still providing a user the 
option of obtaining only one in order to maintain ?exibility). 
The same Will be true for a series of children’s books. 
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[0155] B. The System Will Offer Trading Advice 

[0156] For example, mothers Whose children are no longer 
toddlers Will be advised to turn those old “Bamey” and 
“Sesame Street” videos into videos more appropriate for 
their kids Who are noW older, e.g. “Pokemon,”“Home 
Alone,” etc. 

[0157] C. The System Will Offer Book/Movie/ Soundtrack 
Combos 

[0158] If a user orders a book and the system ?nds that the 
movie and/or soundtrack are available the system Will offer 
those items to the user, and visa versa if the user orders the 
movie or soundtrack. 

XXIII. The System Will Offer Other Items Listed by the 
Same Shipper 

[0159] When a user selects an item from the database, the 
system Will advise the user that he/she may see all other 
items available form the same shipper (i.e. the user Who 
entered the items and received SWapCredits in exchange for 
them). This Way, the user may save postage by having more 
than one item sent at the same time and also may ?nd that 
other items listed by the same user may be of interest. 

XXIV. The System Will be Composed of Eight Linked 
Databases 

[0160] The seven databases (linked by program modules) 
Which Will comprise the SWapPoWerTM system are: 

[0161] (1) User Information 

[0162] (2) Inventory 

[0163] (3) Pending Transactions 

[0164] (4) Completed Transactions 

[0165] (5) Incomplete Transactions 

[0166] (6) Collections 

[0167] (7) User Strikes 

[0168] (8) Book, CD, Video Descriptions 

[0169] A. User Information Database 

[0170] This database contains information on each user: 
name, user ID, address, e-mail address, telephone number, 
unused SWapCredits, De?cit or Surplus SWapCredits; Cash 
Balance; SWapCredits in Suspension Pending Transactions; 
total number of transactions completed, total number of 
SWapCredits expended; Credit Card Number; Credit Card 
Expiration Date; Amount Holding On Credit Card; Number 
of Strikes; Lost Items. 

[0171] B. Inventory Database 

[0172] This database contains information on each item 
listed: Item Number; User Listing Item; Item Type; Item 
Category (e.g. mystery, jaZZ, etc.); Item Condition; Item 
Description; For Sale, SWap Or Sale/SWap; SWapCredit 
Value; Dollar Price (If For Sale); Date First Listed; If 
Re-Listed; For HoW Long In Suspension; If Item Is Subject 
To Pending Transaction. 

[0173] C. Pending Transactions Database 

[0174] This database lists all pending (not yet completed) 
transactions and has ?elds for: User Requesting Item; User 
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Shipping Item; Item Number; SWapCredit Value; Dollar 
Value; Date Shipper Noti?ed; Date Shipped; Amount of 
Postage. 

[0175] D. Completed Transactions Database 

[0176] This database lists all pending completed transac 
tions and has ?elds for: Item Number; Item Type; Item 
Condition; Item Description; For Sale, SWap Or Sale/SWap; 
SWapCredit Value; Dollar Price (If For Sale); User Listing 
Item; Date First Listed; If Re-Listed; User Requesting Item; 
Date Received; Transaction Fee; Postage; Amount Charged 
to Credit Card. 

[0177] E. Incomplete Transactions Database 

[0178] This database lists all transactions Which have 
failed for Whatever reason and has ?elds for: Item Number; 
Item Type; Item Condition; Item Description; For Sale, 
SWap Or Sale/SWap; SWapCredit Value; Dollar Price (If For 
Sale); User Listing Item; Date First Listed; If Re-Listed; 
User Requesting Item; Why Transaction Failed; Amount 
Charged to Credit Card. 

[0179] F. Collections Database 

[0180] This database lists the collections subscribed to by 
each user and includes ?elds for: User Number, Collections 
Subscribed To; Items In Each Collection Received; Items 
Not Yet Received. 

[0181] G. User Strikes 

[0182] This database includes the user number, and for 
each strike, a description of the infraction and the user 
making the allegation. 

[0183] H. Book, CD, Video Descriptions 

[0184] This database is a lookup table for descriptions of 
books, CDs and videos. It alloWs the user to enter ISBN 
and/or UPC codes to pull up descriptions so the user does 
not have to type them into the system When entering 
inventory. This database Will include images of the front 
cover of items. 

XXV. SWapCredits does Not Guarantee Items or Condition 

[0185] The site Will not be responsible for nor a guarantor 
of an item’s represented condition or that it Will arrive intact 
or at all. A user Who feels aggrieved Will be limited to ?ling 
a complaint Which Will be listed as a strike against the 
allegedly offending user (see Section XIX, above). HoW 
ever, the users Will guarantee that their items Will be as 
represented and Will arrive. SWapCredits.Com Will enforce 
the guarantee but Will not be responsible if unable to do so. 

[0186] In a further embodiment, the system facilitates the 
price matching of used items sales, store front price match 
ing, ?uctuation and a priority internet selling system. 

[0187] The present invention has been described With 
reference to the above detailed description. It is to be 
appreciated that the true nature and scope of the present 
invention is to be determined With reference to the claims to 
be appended hereto at the time the application is converted. 

1. Amethod and system for providing a ?rst end user With 
the ability to engage in the sWap of at least one item With a 
at least a second end user comprising the folloWing steps: 
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entering a ?rst item to be swapped in an inventory of the 
system by the ?rst end user; 

determining and providing a ?xed number of credits for 
said item by said system based upon the characteristics 
of said item Which can then be used by the ?rst end user 
to purchase a second item placed by said second end 
user. 

2. The method of claim 1 Wherein there the system 
maintains a balance betWeen the items of inventory and the 
total number of credits of all end users combined. 

3. The method of claim 1 Wherein the balance is main 
tained such that any time an item is removed from the 
inventory of the system, the equivalent number of credits 
must also be removed from the account of an end user. 

4. The method of claim 1 Wherein the balance may be 
maintained if a removed inventory item is replaced by one 
of equivalent value in credits. 

5. The method of claim 1 Wherein the balance may be 
maintained if a removed inventory item is replaced by one 
of equivalent value in credits. 

6. The method of claim 1 Wherein said inventory com 
prises items including books, compact disks, DVDs, con 
sumer software and videos. 
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7. The method of claim 1 Wherein said system further 
provides for the ability of end users or the system to provide 
cash for buying an item and placing it for sWap. 

8. The method of claim 1 Wherein the seller may engage 
in price matching. 

9. The method of claim 8 Wherein the price matching may 
be in absolute or percentage terms. 

10. A method for providing a plurality of end users With 
the ability to engage in the sWap of a plurality of products 
comprising the following steps: 

providing a system for the entry of a plurality of items into 
inventory of a system by the a plurality of end users; 

providing a ?xed number of credits for each said item 
entered Which can be then used to obtain other items in 
the system’s inventory Wherein the umber of credits 
received for each item Will be automatically set by the 
system depending on each item’s characteristics and 
Where the total number of credits allocated represent 
the total value of all entered items. 


